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Bean counters’
diet that is
starving us all
The efficiency dividend

After 20 years of arbitrary budget
cuts, the bureaucracy is
effectively eating itself

Some agencies artificially inflate the budgets
of new policy proposals (exempt from the
dividend) to offset savings needed elsewhere.

G
eneral Peter Cosgrove is
not someone given to
reactionary or frivolous
criticisms of government

policy. When he publicly voiced his
concerns about the effect of the
efficiency dividend on the Australian
War Memorial, it was clear that this
so-called savings measure had some
serious problems.

The dividend has been chipping
away at public service budgets for 20
years. While initially it may have
helped reduce excess spending, its
effects are now eroding the ability of
government agencies to provide core
services. The annual carols at the
memorial are one high-profile casu-
alty of the dividend. But if future
governments continue with this fl-
awed approach to promoting public-
sector performance, Australians will
have more than silent nights at
Christmas time to worry about.

This is a real possibility, given

both the Government and the Oppo-
sition have previously signalled sup-
port for an ongoing application of the
efficiency dividend. In this year’s
federal election campaign, shadow
treasurer Joe Hockey announced that
a Coalition government would
increase the dividend to 2 per cent a
year as part of a plan to deliver a
budget surplus ‘‘twice as big as
Labor’s’’. There are reports that the
Government is also considering an
increase in the dividend, though it has
not confirmed this rumour.

New research undertaken by the
Centre for Policy Development high-
lights why this policy could damage
important public services and outlin-
es some potential alternative approa-
ches to promoting an efficient public
sector. Based on a review of both
Australian and international research,
as well as consultation with current
federal public servants, these findings
are outlined in the report, Beyond the
Blunt Instrument: the Efficiency Divi-
dend and its alternatives.

Despite the commitment of
governments from both sides of the
political spectrum to the dividend
over the past two decades, there is no
evidence internationally that such
measures have any effect on public-
sector performance. In fact, the

dividend is an untargeted measure
which itself results in inefficient
management practices while leaving
genuine sources of inefficiency
untouched.

Central to the problems resulting
from the dividend is the misconcep-
tion that public sector agencies can
sustain continual budget cuts without
reducing the quantity or quality of
service delivery. As anyone who has
tried to budget knows, there is a limit
to the effectiveness of most cost-
cutting measures. People who buy
expensive takeaway food for their
work lunches will find it relatively
easy to save money by bringing food
from home instead. However, those
already taking home-made sandwi-
ches every day will struggle to reduce
their spending further and still pro-
vide nutritious lunches.

After 20 years of the efficiency
dividend, the public service is now at
the ‘‘vegemite sandwich’’ stage of
budgeting. Spending has been cut
back to the point that departments

must now reduce core functions to
deliver ongoing savings.

Rather than focussing on providing
essential services and policy advice
in key areas, such as health, education
and national security, public sector
agencies are now spending valuable
time and resources trying to meet
unrealistic demands for savings.

As two parliamentary inquiries
into this policy have shown, smaller
agencies and those with a central
policy function are particularly hard
hit as they find it more difficult to
undertake the ‘‘creative accounting’’
needed to meet savings targets. For
example, one practice – reported by

public sector employees con-
sulted for the centre’s
research – is for organisations
to artificially inflate the
budgets of new policy propo-
sals (exempt from the divi-
dend) to offset the savings
needed elsewhere.

This continued focus on
cutting public sector budgets
– no matter what the cost –
reflects a fundamental misun-
derstanding of the nature of
the public service. The fic-
tional Bridget Jones once
described how she became so
obsessed with the process of
dieting she forgot there was
any connection between food

and nutrition. She focussed so much
on cutting the calories she consumed
that the role of food in sustaining her
health and wellbeing became inciden-
tal to the main goal of sticking to a
diet at all costs.

Similarly, our political leaders
often appear to have forgotten the
connection between the role of gov-
ernment and the provision of high-
quality public services. Hockey’s
boast that he would deliver a bigger
surplus than Labor reflects a view
that the main aim of government is to
reduce spending, regardless of wheth-
er this negatively affects the com-
munity overall.

Perversely for politicians trying to
win votes, this goes against the trend
of public opinion towards favouring
higher social spending, even if this
means paying more tax. The 2007
Australian Electoral Study found that
47 per cent of people favoured higher
taxes and more spending on social
services compared with 34 per cent
who supported the reverse position.

This suggests the major parties are
out of step with the values of voters
when they pursue budget cuts without
considering their effects.

It’s easy to see the attraction of the
efficiency dividend to politicians. It
allows governments to hide over-
spending in some areas and bring
budgets back into surplus without the
scrutiny that comes from needing to
cut programs and backtrack on elec-
tion commitments. However, this
short-term electoral advantage occurs
at the expense of building a strong
and sustainable public sector to
provide services that improve our
individual and community wellbeing
over the longer term.

Of course, we all want a public
sector that provides good value for
money. Every year, Australia al-
locates over $350 billion, or almost
30 per cent of its gross domestic
product, to the government sector.
It’s important these resources are
used to deliver maximum benefits.

However, there are better ways of
achieving this than through untarget-
ed and crude measures such as the
dividend. This was recognised by the
Moran review of public adminis-
tration, which recommended that the
dividend be reviewed and that
alternative options for promoting
public-sector efficiency be con-
sidered. A government taskforce is

now undertaking this review and is
yet to report.

One option identified by the Moran
review involves basing savings on
evidence of inefficiency within agen-
cies, which would itself be based on
comprehensive agency reviews. This
would be a significant improvement
on the dividend, though to be effec-
tive the reviews would need to be
conducted independently of political
influence. Other options involve
seeking input from employees,
unions, clients and other stakeholders
about the development of savings
targets and how they could be
achieved.

A major problem with the dividend
is that it ignores public servants’
valuable knowledge of their work
areas and their ideas on where
potential efficiency gains can be
achieved. Harnessing this knowledge
could result in a more targeted
approach to delivering savings
measures that avoids the indiscrimin-
ate cuts characterised by the divi-
dend. More innovative options
should also be explored, such as
allowing agencies to retain some of
the savings they make when meeting
efficiency targets and the inclusion of
broader environmental and social
justice measures to complement
efficiency targets.

Further consultation on these un-
tested options, along with trials
within selected agencies, would help
determine if they would be more
effective in promoting public-sector
performance than the efficiency divi-
dend and avoid its unintended nega-
tive consequences. This would allow
future governments to base public-
sector performance measures on evi-
dence of their long-term effectiveness
rather than their ability to provide
short-term electoral advantages.

This is not just about winning
elections. Improving the way we use
public-sector resources has a pro-
found effect on the sort of society we
live in now and that which we leave
behind for future generations.

After 20 years of the dividend, it’s
time to move beyond crude budget
cuts to a new approach to public-
sector performance that focuses on
increasing the capacity of govern-
ment to improve the lives of individu-
als, strengthening the pubic service as
the foundation of the economy and
building a more cohesive and sustain-
able future for our country.

Jennifer Doggett is a fellow at the
Centre for Policy Development and the
author of its latest paper, Beyond
Bean Counting: the Efficiency Dividend
and its Alternatives (see cpd.org.au).


